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Chair, Commissioners,
I have serious concerns about the Preliminary Suitable Sites Inventory (SSI)
When I first looked at the SSI map it appeared that my studio building was listed as a
suitable site. I was wrong - it was the Helen’s Bikes’ parking lot across the street at 1453
25th Street. Some of you have been in my conference room and observed/heard all the
activity happening in the lot - there’s parking of course, but also loading and bike repair
drop off and pick up, bike testing and free compressed air for all to use. This is vital to
Helen’s business. Is planning staff assuming that this remains parking etc. with housing
above? If so where does the entry lobby, elevator, mail boxes, trash room and exit stairs
go? Plus the max FAR is 1.75. The GF parking will consume half of this leaving very little
floor area for housing. Developing housing here on this 50’ lot without including the Retail
store is simply impossible.
There are many (I count at least 13) similar 50’ parking lots serving businesses -auto
repair, auto sales yards, restaurants etc- that rely on this parking at ground floor level that
are not practical for housing development but are included in the SSI.
There are other sites of 50’ width without parking - a vacant office building, 2 story
residential building, etc. Again these are extremely difficult to build on and likely not
feasible to develop as housing. In the past many 50’ sites were developed as housing
(mostly with love it or hate it Dingbats) but all the new requirements for accessibility,
parking, trash rooms, inclusionary units, setbacks and step backs, open space etc. just
make it extremely difficult for housing development. 50’ lots do however work in
residentially zoned districts with their lower densities and higher sales/rent price. As a
matter of policy these are not to be included in the SSI. And they also work in the downtown
district where there are no parking requirements.
Therefore 50’ wide lots with parking for adjacent commercial uses should be removed from
the SSI. And other 50’ wide lots in non residential districts outside of the downtown should
have a “low chance of housing development” factor applied to them.
Further there are many highly appropriate sites missing from the SSI. Examples are the
large parking lot on Chelsea south of Wilshire behind the Union Bank Building, the many
“A” zoned parking lots, such as behind the Bank of America building at Wilshire and 15th,

the Bristol Farms site and the Montana Ave Pavilions site. I understand that to develop
housing on these sites requires some City policy changes. If the housing element is to
realistically meet the RHNA requirements then these and similar sites should be included in
the SSI and the necessary policy changes made.
Thank you.
Hank Koning
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To follow up on my previous email, I would like to point out that at least one of the
Commissioners likely IS intentionally undermining the process, based on their own past
comments. Commissioner Mario Fonda-Bonardi has repeatedly attacked the RHNA
requirements as not just "bogus": https://smmirror.com/2020/12/santa-monica-under-scagsboot/
but, his words, "the greatest fraud perpetrated on all of California and particularly SM":
https://www.surfsantamonica.com/ssm_site/the_lookout/news/News-2020/October2020/10_13_2020_Mario_Fonda_Bonardi_Candidate_Questionnaire.html
The only thing here that's bogus is that Commissioner Fonda-Bonardi feels entitled to act
however he sees fit, without regard to what law or regulation require of the city. His past
comments cannot be taken separately from the fact that the Inventory Analysis appears
designed to undermine Santa Monica's meeting of its RHNA obligations by trying to count
nonexistent projects and clearly unavailable land toward the city's inventory. If Commissioner
Fonda-Bonardi feels so strongly that his personal beliefs conflict with his job as a planning
commissioner, then he should step aside and allow someone more neutral to take his place.
Thank you again,
Jason Mastbaum
On Mon, Mar 15, 2021 at 6:46 PM Jason Mastbaum <jason.mastbaum@gmail.com> wrote:
P.S. This email is pursuant to Item 10-A of the March 16 Planning Commission agenda.
On Mon, Mar 15, 2021 at 6:45 PM Jason Mastbaum <jason.mastbaum@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear planning commissioners,
A review of the Summary Report on Preliminary Suitable Sites Inventory Analysis reveals
a number of deficiencies. One is the inclusion of projects which appear to not actually
exist. For example, 13 unit apartment building at 1211 12th St is listed as "approved" in
the Inventory Analysis, yet there is no such project listed on the city's own Plans and
Projects website. This is also not the only such apparently nonexistent project listed in the
Inventory Analysis. https://www.smgov.net/departments/pcd/plans-projects/
Another is the inclusion of a number of extremely unrealistic sites. A proposal for major
development at the Bergamot Arts Center in 2015 caused so much political blowback that
the city council wound up stepping in to keep it from happening; why does the
Commission think this would not happen again? Page 21 of the Inventory Analysis lists a
number of sites which the city does not actually control--did anyone on the Commission
bother to ask UCLA, SoCal Edison, or the Santa Monica Malibu Unified School District
whether these sites would ACTUALLY be made available for housing construction? Or
were these sites listed precisely because they would let the city meet the RHNA

requirements on paper while being able to be confident that no housing will ever actually
be built on those sites?
Instead of trying to play games to try to weasel out of the city's housing obligations that
are only going to result in HCD revoking Santa Monica's housing element compliance, I
urge the Planning Commission to go back to the drawing board and come up with a
serious inventory which will actually pass muster with HCD.
Best regards,
Jason Mastbaum
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Hello, after last night's staff presentation I have further concerns about how exactly the
Planning Commission and its staff is conducting its RHNA planning. According to slide 29 of
the staff presentation on March 16, missing middle housing "likely would not fit" in Santa
Monica's R1 zones. A trivial Google Maps analysis demonstrates that this is simply not true.
The blue rectangle in the attached Google Maps screenshot (834 4th vs r1.png) is 834 4th St,
which according to the rent control board's maximum allowable rent website has 33 units. I
then took the same rectangle, shaded it red and rotated it by 90 degrees to match the lot
alignments in the R1 zone north of Montana, and started superimposing it on lots in this R1
zone. As can plainly be seen, this 33 unit apartment building would fit just fine on many of the
existing R1 lots, so it's really a mystery why the Planning Commission staff is wrongly
claiming that it couldn't.
I have also attached a couple of screenshots of Google Streetview looks at houses in this zone.
How can staff possibly claim that you could not fit missing middle housing on these lots? 415
Marguerita is wider than a significant number of the apartment building lots in Santa Monica.
398 Marguerita is indistinguishable in form from a fourplex.
I once again call on Planning Commission and staff to stop trying to load up our RHNA
planning with easily debunked information about where we can and cannot put housing in
Santa Monica, which I reiterate seems like a bad faith ploy to try to game our RHNA
requirements on paper in a way that assures we will not actually meet our RHNA requirements
in practice, and to instead take its legal commitment to plan for the RHNA requirements
seriously.
Thank you,
Jason Mastbaum
On Tue, Mar 16, 2021 at 3:39 PM Jason Mastbaum <jason.mastbaum@gmail.com> wrote:
To follow up on my previous email, I would like to point out that at least one of the
Commissioners likely IS intentionally undermining the process, based on their own past
comments. Commissioner Mario Fonda-Bonardi has repeatedly attacked the RHNA
requirements as not just "bogus": https://smmirror.com/2020/12/santa-monica-under-scagsboot/
but, his words, "the greatest fraud perpetrated on all of California and particularly SM":
https://www.surfsantamonica.com/ssm_site/the_lookout/news/News-2020/October2020/10_13_2020_Mario_Fonda_Bonardi_Candidate_Questionnaire.html
The only thing here that's bogus is that Commissioner Fonda-Bonardi feels entitled to act

however he sees fit, without regard to what law or regulation require of the city. His past
comments cannot be taken separately from the fact that the Inventory Analysis appears
designed to undermine Santa Monica's meeting of its RHNA obligations by trying to count
nonexistent projects and clearly unavailable land toward the city's inventory. If
Commissioner Fonda-Bonardi feels so strongly that his personal beliefs conflict with his job
as a planning commissioner, then he should step aside and allow someone more neutral to
take his place.
Thank you again,
Jason Mastbaum
On Mon, Mar 15, 2021 at 6:46 PM Jason Mastbaum <jason.mastbaum@gmail.com> wrote:
P.S. This email is pursuant to Item 10-A of the March 16 Planning Commission agenda.
On Mon, Mar 15, 2021 at 6:45 PM Jason Mastbaum <jason.mastbaum@gmail.com>
wrote:
Dear planning commissioners,
A review of the Summary Report on Preliminary Suitable Sites Inventory Analysis
reveals a number of deficiencies. One is the inclusion of projects which appear to not
actually exist. For example, 13 unit apartment building at 1211 12th St is listed as
"approved" in the Inventory Analysis, yet there is no such project listed on the city's
own Plans and Projects website. This is also not the only such apparently nonexistent
project listed in the Inventory Analysis. https://www.smgov.net/departments/pcd/plansprojects/
Another is the inclusion of a number of extremely unrealistic sites. A proposal for major
development at the Bergamot Arts Center in 2015 caused so much political blowback
that the city council wound up stepping in to keep it from happening; why does the
Commission think this would not happen again? Page 21 of the Inventory Analysis lists
a number of sites which the city does not actually control--did anyone on the
Commission bother to ask UCLA, SoCal Edison, or the Santa Monica Malibu Unified
School District whether these sites would ACTUALLY be made available for housing
construction? Or were these sites listed precisely because they would let the city meet
the RHNA requirements on paper while being able to be confident that no housing will
ever actually be built on those sites?
Instead of trying to play games to try to weasel out of the city's housing obligations that
are only going to result in HCD revoking Santa Monica's housing element compliance, I
urge the Planning Commission to go back to the drawing board and come up with a
serious inventory which will actually pass muster with HCD.
Best regards,
Jason Mastbaum
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P.S. This website has many examples of fourplexes which appear to actually be smaller than
the single family house at 398 Marguerita. https://missingmiddlehousing.com/types/fourplex
On Wed, Mar 17, 2021 at 8:22 AM Jason Mastbaum <jason.mastbaum@gmail.com> wrote:
Hello, after last night's staff presentation I have further concerns about how exactly the
Planning Commission and its staff is conducting its RHNA planning. According to slide 29
of the staff presentation on March 16, missing middle housing "likely would not fit" in Santa
Monica's R1 zones. A trivial Google Maps analysis demonstrates that this is simply not true.
The blue rectangle in the attached Google Maps screenshot (834 4th vs r1.png) is 834 4th St,
which according to the rent control board's maximum allowable rent website has 33 units. I
then took the same rectangle, shaded it red and rotated it by 90 degrees to match the lot
alignments in the R1 zone north of Montana, and started superimposing it on lots in this R1
zone. As can plainly be seen, this 33 unit apartment building would fit just fine on many of
the existing R1 lots, so it's really a mystery why the Planning Commission staff is wrongly
claiming that it couldn't.
I have also attached a couple of screenshots of Google Streetview looks at houses in this
zone. How can staff possibly claim that you could not fit missing middle housing on these
lots? 415 Marguerita is wider than a significant number of the apartment building lots in
Santa Monica. 398 Marguerita is indistinguishable in form from a fourplex.
I once again call on Planning Commission and staff to stop trying to load up our RHNA
planning with easily debunked information about where we can and cannot put housing in
Santa Monica, which I reiterate seems like a bad faith ploy to try to game our RHNA
requirements on paper in a way that assures we will not actually meet our RHNA
requirements in practice, and to instead take its legal commitment to plan for the RHNA
requirements seriously.
Thank you,
Jason Mastbaum
On Tue, Mar 16, 2021 at 3:39 PM Jason Mastbaum <jason.mastbaum@gmail.com> wrote:
To follow up on my previous email, I would like to point out that at least one of the
Commissioners likely IS intentionally undermining the process, based on their own past
comments. Commissioner Mario Fonda-Bonardi has repeatedly attacked the RHNA
requirements as not just "bogus": https://smmirror.com/2020/12/santa-monica-underscags-boot/
but, his words, "the greatest fraud perpetrated on all of California and particularly SM":
https://www.surfsantamonica.com/ssm_site/the_lookout/news/News-2020/October2020/10_13_2020_Mario_Fonda_Bonardi_Candidate_Questionnaire.html

The only thing here that's bogus is that Commissioner Fonda-Bonardi feels entitled to act
however he sees fit, without regard to what law or regulation require of the city. His past
comments cannot be taken separately from the fact that the Inventory Analysis appears
designed to undermine Santa Monica's meeting of its RHNA obligations by trying to count
nonexistent projects and clearly unavailable land toward the city's inventory. If
Commissioner Fonda-Bonardi feels so strongly that his personal beliefs conflict with his
job as a planning commissioner, then he should step aside and allow someone more
neutral to take his place.
Thank you again,
Jason Mastbaum
On Mon, Mar 15, 2021 at 6:46 PM Jason Mastbaum <jason.mastbaum@gmail.com>
wrote:
P.S. This email is pursuant to Item 10-A of the March 16 Planning Commission agenda.
On Mon, Mar 15, 2021 at 6:45 PM Jason Mastbaum <jason.mastbaum@gmail.com>
wrote:
Dear planning commissioners,
A review of the Summary Report on Preliminary Suitable Sites Inventory Analysis
reveals a number of deficiencies. One is the inclusion of projects which appear to not
actually exist. For example, 13 unit apartment building at 1211 12th St is listed as
"approved" in the Inventory Analysis, yet there is no such project listed on the city's
own Plans and Projects website. This is also not the only such apparently nonexistent
project listed in the Inventory Analysis.
https://www.smgov.net/departments/pcd/plans-projects/
Another is the inclusion of a number of extremely unrealistic sites. A proposal for
major development at the Bergamot Arts Center in 2015 caused so much political
blowback that the city council wound up stepping in to keep it from happening; why
does the Commission think this would not happen again? Page 21 of the Inventory
Analysis lists a number of sites which the city does not actually control--did anyone
on the Commission bother to ask UCLA, SoCal Edison, or the Santa Monica Malibu
Unified School District whether these sites would ACTUALLY be made available for
housing construction? Or were these sites listed precisely because they would let the
city meet the RHNA requirements on paper while being able to be confident that no
housing will ever actually be built on those sites?
Instead of trying to play games to try to weasel out of the city's housing obligations
that are only going to result in HCD revoking Santa Monica's housing element
compliance, I urge the Planning Commission to go back to the drawing board and
come up with a serious inventory which will actually pass muster with HCD.
Best regards,
Jason Mastbaum
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Commissioners,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide input on the Housing Element – a critical policy document
given our region’s current housing crisis. Thank you for investing your own time and energy in
seeking to create a document that is thoughtful, effective, and responsive to our community’s
severe need.
The need is so urgent that I would strongly encourage the Commission to recommend any and every
policy that helps to advance production, while also protecting the stability of current tenants. A
direct line exists between a legacy of policies that have discouraged housing development in Santa
Monica as well as the region and the State at large and the thousands of families and individuals who
now reside in tents on sidewalks. We need more long-term, restricted affordable units to serve
those that the market never will AND we need housing production generally to expand supply and
impact price.
Santa Monica has a deep history as a progressive City that is welcoming and committed to expanding
opportunity. Policies supporting more housing production are a bold and clear way to reaffirm those
values.
Some suggested policies:
Adopt policies that allow for waivers and concessions from development standards on
commercial boulevards to align with the approach of the State Density Bonus program.
Make permanent the administrative approval process for zoning-compliant housing / mixeduse proposals, including projects requesting waivers and concessions per the above
suggestion
Staff’s proposed AB1763-like policy for 100% affordable housing projects, including moderate
income, is great and should also include provisions for waivers and concessions, like AB1763
Align inclusionary requirements and development standards to incentivize (not just make
feasible) housing development, including reduced parking requirements near transit (similar
to LA’s TOC program). Given the intense need for affordable housing and more homes
generally, I would urge a higher inclusionary requirement accompanied by more flexible
density and development standards. However, the two must be adjusted in tandem.
Eliminate unit mix requirements and increase inclusionary requirements to allow the
development of smaller units and a wider breadth of housing options.
Given the effects of the current economic situation on retail and the general trend away from
brick-and-mortar, reduce the requirements for ground-floor retail on commercial corridors.
Allow greater flexibility in the location of off-site “inclusionary” housing units
Embark on an aggressive campaign to establish a permanent funding source to finance
affordable housing

Commit to redevelop all City-owned properties within the next RHNA cycle, dedicating at least
50% of floor area to affordable housing
Support staff’s proposed ADU incentive program
Note, First right of refusal programs, like San Francisco’s COPA, have significant administrative
costs to implement effectively
Lastly, it would be helpful if the staff report to Council was more explicit that many of the sites
included in the SSI are dependent on adoption and implementation of policy changes in order for
them to meet the “likelihood of residential development” standard established by HCD, particularly
commercially zoned properties. As written, the report is not clear that a number of the sites
preliminarily included in the SSI are not likely to redevelop under current development standards
and requirements – per the analysis prepared by HR&A – and therefore, shouldn’t be included.
Thanks for your commitment. Please remember that your decisions have the chance to create real
solutions and directly impact the lives of people struggling to contribute to our greater community.

